Reasons to Specify Terrazzo
“An amazing flooring material with a style and durability our
competitors simply cannot match”
part 1

TERRAZZO IS BACK!
See below for a taste
of products within the
Terrazzo range:

Back in style…
Back in force…
Back with a vengeance!

Fusion
fresh, contemporary, using
the most attractive marbles

‘Hello!’ to you from Quiligotti…

Prisma
contemporary colours,
ideal for striking contrasts

Make no mistake: the ‘WOW! factor’ is back. Terrazzo flooring by Quiligotti is
enjoying a new popularity as specifiers recognise its unique combination of
stunning good looks and unbeatable durability.

Naturals
The natural stone look
using neutral, subtle tones

Micro

Innovative, flexible solutions
to really impress your clients

Replicating natural stone
using fine aggregate sizes

Slip - Resistant
Improved slip resitance for
specific applications

Slimline
For applications with
limited floor bedding depth

Visit our product portfolio
for further details

In every way, the Quiligotti Terrazzo range is as they come. Terrazzo is quick and
easy to lay, and also has a smooth, level finish which is not achievable with other
tiled floors.

“Consider too the infinite choice of designs,
colours and effects that you can create with this
unique material - introducing features that will
make your clients really sit up!”
Of course, Terrazzo has been around since the Romans roamed. And yet today,
those in the vanguard of building design will still vouch for the incredible flexibility
of Terrazzo.
By common consent, Terrazzo is seen as one of the few flooring materials
that can make an outstanding contribution to the aesthetics of
contemporary structures.

Terrazzo means TOTAL
FREEDOM!
Start the ball rolling –
Ask for a bespoke
sample!
1.

Select your preferred mix of
aggregate chippings

2.

Choose a background colour

3.

Mix together to produce a truly
unique floor

As well as in the concourses of
airports and railway stations,
Terrazzo is being specified
increasingly in locations such as
hospitals, leisure centres, offices
and restaurants – with great
success!
At Quiligotti, we know we have a
highly respected product that has
been sought out by building
professionals since we introduced
Terrazzo in the UK in the 1960s.
Rachel Basha, Senior Interior
Designer at Llewelyn Davies
States,

University College Hospital, London

“The great thing about Terrazzo is that it will stay as good as it looks now and
for years to come and cleaning and maintenance is not a problem”

Aggregate Samples

Use Quiligotti’s ‘Terrazzo
Development Centre’ to create
exciting and unique flooring solutions.
Our highly professional design and
technical facility is dedicated to
providing bespoke flooring for all our
Terrazzo specifiers.

Design opportunities are thick on the ground
with Terrazzo
The versatility of Quiligotti
Terrazzo doesn’t stop at its almost
infinite variations in colour,
appearance and texture –
although
our
competitors
probably wish it did!

Terrazzo’s all-weather surface
meets the growing demand to link
indoor and outdoor spaces.
Its low-maintenance, long-term
cost-effectiveness adds to the list
of advantages which make
Terrazzo one of the most exciting
flooring materials on the market
today.

Terrazzo flooring from Quiligotti
provides endless opportunities to
create totally individual design
solutions...

The Terrazzo Development Centre

request a bespoke sample

It is essentially liquid stone that
can be moulded into many
different shapes and it can be
specified to contain almost any
type of aggregate chippings.
Terrazzo flooring can create a
sense of space and presence with
so many differing projects.
Terrazzo can be teamed with
contrasting wood, resin, glass or
metal – in so many ways, it’s an
architect’s dream flooring.

Contact us today......
For more information about Quiligotti’s standard or bespoke
flooring products, be sure to call us today on.....

0161 727 1187
Katie Turner, Quiligotti Design Manager

“ Terrazzo is the architect’s dream
flooring - its exceptional versatility
with regards to colour, appearance
and texture provides a natural canvas
for the innovative and creative
mind”

quiligotti.sales@pilkingtons.com
Our technical experts are waiting to hear from you!

E

Best wishes from the Quiligotti Terrazzo Team.

When it comes to wall and floor solutions, you know that Pilkingtons Tiles Group plc is
the name you can trust. After all, we’ve been serving the construction industry for
over a hundred years!
In the continual quest to meet the ever-changing needs of our customers, the
company has seen some remarkable changes over the years. Not the least of these
was the (merger?) in (19XX) with Quiligotti, a company which was already a
respected name in the industry.
Since then, Quiligotti has gone from strength to strength, with major investments in
new products and manufacturing techniques helping to consolidate our position as
UK market leaders.

visit our website
www.pilkingtons.com
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